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Introduction. My aim here is to explain in an informal way a tech
nique which has proved itself useful in dealing with certain problems 
in differential topology. The title refers to the fact that the method 
relies principally on the geometric construction of spherical modifica
tions and certain associated constructions. The general plan of this 
exposition is, firstly, to define the notion of spherical modification, 
secondly, to describe some operations which can be performed on 
these modifications, and thirdly, to give some applications. The arti
cle concludes with some remarks on related work. A more formal and 
detailed presentation of the material treated here appears in [3; 4] . 

1. Definition. Let Mi be a differentiable manifold of dimension n 
and let Sr be an r-sphere embedded in Mi. If Sr has a neighborhood 
in Mi of the form SrXEn~r, where £n~ r is an (n —r)-cell, then Sr is 
said to be directly embedded in Mi. If, in this case, SrXEn~r is re
moved from Mi, what is left is a manifold having a boundary of the 
form SrXSn~~r~l. The latter set is, however, also the boundary of 
£ r + 1 X 5 n ~ r - 1 . Thus, forming the union 

{Mi - (Sr X E ^ ' ) } U (£ r + 1 X S-*-1) 

with the appropriate identification of boundaries, a new manifold Mi 
is obtained, which can also be made differentiable by a suitable 
smoothing operation. The manifold M% is said to be obtained from Mi 
by a spherical modification. 

A familiar example of this process is obtained by taking Mi to be 
the hyperboloid of two sheets x2 —y2 — z2 = 1 and Mi to be the hyper-
boloid of one sheet x2 — y2 —z2 = — 1 in Euclidean 3-space. Sr is to be 
taken as the 0-sphere consisting of the union of the two points 
(— 1, 0, 0) and (1, 0, 0). In this case the set removed is a pair of discs 
and the set inserted is a circular cylinder. 

More generally, Mi could be taken as the quadric hypersurface 

r+l 2 n+1 2 

/. f X{ *~ / j Xi ==: 1 

in (w + l)-space, and Mi as the hypersurface whose equation is ob
tained from the above by changing the right hand side to — 1. In this 
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